




I am so happy and honoured that this group of artists from “Passion for
Life” have decided to bring their talent and creativity to the Museo de
la Cultura Maya, Chetumal. It is a privilege that they  have been  hosted
at this historic museum where their exceptional painting, sculpture,
digital art and photography will complement the exhibition spaces
perfectly. I take this opportunity to thank the Director, Elina E.Coral
Castilla, for her generosity.

Thank you too to Agnese Sartori, important Maya historian, writer and
set designer, for having written the prefaces to each artist.

In this exhibition “Passion for Life”  we can admire a panorama of art
styles which are developing simultaneously in many countries
worldwide. However, there is a single characteristic which unites these
artists: the feelings evoked in the viewer.  This is due partly to the fact
that in some works light fills the voids, in other works the contrasts offer
a strong visual impact in themselves and in others again, there is a
subtle play on reflexions appearing without shadows, thus the natural
merges with the unnatural.
The most interesting aspect of the show is that all the artists pay
complete attention to the formal aspects of composition creating
compelling, intense atmospheres.

Matty Roca
AICA-Mèxico



The Maya population - the inhabitants of the Yucatán area of Mexico -
were the most sophisticated pre-Colombian culture.

During the1st millennia BC the Olmec population declined, but in the
process inspired a series of successor cultures, one of which was the
Maya who settled in the lowlands of Mexico where they grouped around
massive ceremonial centres on the Mexico-Guatemala border around
500BC.

The Maya civilization reached its greatest flowering in “Classic Period”
of AD 200-900.

Unlike the other populations of Mesoamerica, the  Maya did not develop
a large centralized empire but instead they lived in independent city-
states. Numerous cities developed in which elaborate temples were
surrounded by elite residential quarters and cultivated fields. Once
thought of as a peaceful race, the Maya actually engaged in regular
and ruthless intercity warfare. Hieroglyphs on the stelae - carved stone
obelisks - record the victories of great rulers.

The Classical Maya pursued this vigorous, ritualistic life-style but also
practiced sophisticated art, and are today considered to be the finest
artists of Mesoamerica. Their talent for portraiture can be seen for
example in the extraordinary series of murals painted in a temple at
Bonampak. Pyramids, palaces and other great works of Maya
architecture can be seen at such sites as Palenque, Chichén Itzá, Cobá,
Tulum and Uxmal, leaving behind superb examples of their talent for
building.

The Maya also acquired remarkable mathematical and astronomical
knowledge that was very advanced for their time. They observed and
predicted the phases of the moon equinoxes and solstices and solar
and lunar eclipses. They knew that the Morning and Evening Star were
the same planet of Venus. Their advanced knowledge made it possible
for them to do the elaborate calculation needed for the “Long Count” of
their calendar, which spanned millennia, calculating its “year” to 584
days, within a  fraction of the true figure of 583.92 days. It is almost
certain that they calculated the orbit of Mars as well.



Other Mesoamerican civilizations developed writing systems but none
were as complete or sophisticated as that of the Maya. They used
about 800 different hieroglyphs or glyphs some representing whole
words and others phonetic sounds. Some glyphs were understood as
early as the 1820’s but the major advances in deciphering  really began
as of the 1950’s. The Maya codices or books were created by writing
on both sides of a thin sheet of bark which was then folded like a
concertina. Only four have survived, including the Dresden Codex

The Maya civilization went into decline before the arrival of the Spanish.
By around AD800 the Classic Maya faced a crisis where the population
had outstripped available resources and several centres were
destroyed and abandoned, victims perhaps of epidemics or of peasant
revolt.

Modern Mexico is the product of a collision of two cultures that occurred
when the Spanish conquistadors defeated the Aztecs in 1521. In the
following centuries, the ancient civilizations of Mexico fused with the
Catholic European culture of Spain. Mexico’s indigenous inhabitants,
including the descendants of the Maya who inhabit the state of Chiapas
and the Yucatán peninsula, are probably more numerous today than at
the time of the Spanish Conquest. However the precise definition of
indigenous is debatable. Official statistics show that more than one in
ten of the population of 93 million belongs to one of the 56 Indian
language groups. Some retain much of their pre-Colombian way of life
but most however have abandoned traditional dress and ways of life
and are often indistinguishable from mixed-race Mexicans.

Chetumal is now the capital of the Quintana Roo state founded on the
estuary of the Rio Hondo in 1898. The fascinating, spacious Museo de
la Cultura Maya explores the Maya world including these astronomical
and daily life artefacts and the Maya  codices mentioned above.



Barbara
Alcalde

The career of the artist Bárbara Alcalde began at a young age, working
with sculpture, winning awards at a regional and national level.
In her continual research she tried out many techniques: carbon, oil
and acrylic painting, terracotta, plaster, granite models, glasswork,
photography, cartoons and cinema. She has lived in various cities
including Mexico City, San Francisco and Paris, where her teachers
have been masters such as Armando Morales and Dale Chaihuly. Her
professional journey led her a few years ago to Fractals and to discover
the possibility of expressing herself in painting as in sculpture through
digital art.

The aim of her work today is to lead one through the relationship with
different realities in which one becomes protagonist. Alcalde inserts
strong images from contemporary society, everyday life or current issues
such as a war scene to ask the viewer to examine their conscience
and to not forget that we live in a complex, problem filled world. In an
image that seems initially fun, colourful and playful transforms itself into
something more serious and compelling with these undertones or
reminders of reality.

Alcalde has had individual and collective exhibitions in Mexico, the Arab
Emirates, Spain, Argentina and Japan and, recently, won an award at
the Florence International Biennale of Contemporary Art, Florence, Italy.

www.barbaraalcalde.com



La ganancia perdida



Born, raised and educated in Bulgaria, Gina Brezini lives and works in
New York City where the sensory overload coming from diverse cultures
and urban landscapes provokes her  mind and inspires her  imagination.
She regularly travels to Europe and Japan where she draws inspiration
for the future and has exhibitions of her work. She introduces citations
of her streets and cities, artistic icons of other eras, modernizing, for
example, the abstraction of Mondrian and Kandinskij.
She has devoted her entire life to making art. Painting, sculpture and
photography are her passion. In the recent years photography has
become the main focus of her work. But she isn’t merely documenting
naked reality.  She treats settings not solely as a background, but as
interactive entities. Using multiple exposure she overlays images,
exploring the complex inner life of different subjects committed together
in a single frame of film. She recomposes and sections her photographs
and paintings to achieve new forms, becoming a geometric composition
of lines and quadrangles.
Gina Brezini was awarded First Prize Lorenzo il Magnifico for Graphics
and Photography at the Fifth Biennale of Contemporary Art in Florence,
Italy and the First Prize in Graphics and Installation at the Biennale
Austria in 2006. She regularly exhibits in galleries in New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Tokyo and Europe. Her work is in many public,
corporate and private collections around the world.

www.ginnart.com

Gina
Brezini



Blue Girl in Père Lachaise



Brenda
Charles

Brenda Charles was born in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico and studied
art from the age of thirteen and then, under well-known architects, she
studied at the “Marco Museum of Contemporary Art”, at the Museum of
Mexican History and at the Nuevo Leon University. Her work developed
using different techniques: watercolor, oils, mixed techniques, woodcut
and lithography. She has recently become fascinated by other forms of
expression: photography, digital art, new media and thematic
installations: children and teenagers immersed in the electronic and
communication worlds.

Brenda Charles reveals the contradictory and very delicate relationship
between information technology and teenagers, through a language
that in its crude hyper-realism and exasperation of the portraits
depicted, leads one to a conceptual meditation. This can be seen, for
example, through the surreal blending of children‘s smiling faces and
the reticule of computer wires and microchips which trap them,
suggesting a metaphoric snare.
Her works have been exhibited in Europe, United States, South Ame-
rica and in various museums in Mexico.

www.brendacharles.us.tt



Ciber Existencia



Antoine Gaber was born into an artistic family in Cairo, Egypt, in 1957.
His sensibility towards the beauty of the Egyptian light inspired Antoine
from the age of eight to take up photography. In the 20 years that
followed, living in Montréal and Toronto, Canada, Antoine dedicated
all his time to studying and to pharmaceutical research against cancer,
in particular breast cancer. Despite this work, his passion for art and
photography continued and he has participated in many exhibitions
worldwide. In 1999 Antoine married the cancer research with artistic
expression and launched the program Passion for Life.

Gaber’s painting has surprising immediacy in the rich chromatic range.
The images and sensations linked to the natural world are fleeting
“impressions” full of light and of vivid colors. It is this exaltation of fast
brushstrokes and this glowing rainbow of strokes inflamed with color
that form and mix to create an iridescence, celebrating life itself.

In 2003 and in 2005, Gaber participated at the International Biennale
of Contemporary Art, Florence, where he was awarded both for his
artistic career and for his social fundraising initiative Passion for Life.

www.antoinegaber.com

Antoine
Gaber



Field of Summer Wild Flowers



Sumio
Inoue

Sumio Inoue was born in 1948 in Tokyo, Japan. He studied photo
techniques at Tokyo Design Academy from 1968 to 1970 and then
direction photography at Japan Design Center from 1970 to 1974.
He worked in the commercial photography until 1990 when he began
to create his artistic photographs, on view in this exhibition.
These artistic works are printed on specially made thick washi
Japanese paper to which photo emulsion is then applied. The making
of the paper and the application of photo-emulsion are important
aspects of the creative process.

European church interior and exterior images, town and cityscapes
are printed with intensified focus on infinitely monochromatic shades
and shadows. To see something where nothing can be seen,
uncovering and evoking unknown spaces with an antique pathos and
to provoke one’s imagination are the primary goals of Sumio’s art.
He comes across a scene at a certain time while traveling in Europe
where light creates shades and casts shadows, and he is touched by
the air of that particular moment and clicks the shutter of his camera.
Inoue describes the subsequent dark room work as “a painting process
with photographic technique” and explains that it is about accumulating
spiritual experiences. They are lyrical fragments of inspired spaces
reworked and then offered to us with the granular interior spaces.
Inoue had held prestigious exhibitions world-wide and has art works
in various important galleries in Tokyo, New York, and Paris.

www.sumioinoue.com



Silentium



Maz
Jackson

A British tempera painter, Maz Jackson graduated from Norwich School
of Art in 1976.
Maz describes her art, “I have a deep interest in traditions of practice,
colour, line, mark-making and edge. Imagery springs from anything that
excites: communication, touch, tension, flight, landscape, love, laughter,
the spaces between and things sacred.”

Using fifteenth century methods, the imagery is worked up in tempera
comprised of ground mineral pigments mixed with egg yolk and distilled
water. The tempera is then laid down on gessoed oak panels between
gilded shapes of gold leaf and as much time passes between each
process, the paintings can take two or three years to complete. In this
time she is continually creating drawings of her thoughts and ideas
which in turn form stimuli for another painting.

Her recent exhibitions have been in London, Tokyo, Osaka, Hamburg,
Rotterdam, Paris and New York and she has participated in the 2003,
2005 and 2007 Florence Biennale of Contemporary Art. She featured
as the arts adviser and practitioner in the popular 2004 BBC 1 television
series art ”Rolf on Art.” She is a prize-winning member of Society of
Graphic Fine Art and former Chair of British and European Society of
Tempera Painters.

www.mazjackson.com



Temptation I



Andrzej Jerzy Lech was born and raised in Wroclaw, Poland. Since
1989 he lives and works in the New York Bay area. He is a traveling
photographer, black and white print-maker, picture framer and chef.
Andrzej studied fine art photography at the School of Visual Arts in
Ostrava, Czech Republic. His work appears in private and corporate
galleries and in museum collections such as the Jersey City Museum
in Jersey City, New Jersey, at the Icon Pictures Collection and at the
Pfizer Collection of Art on Paper, New York, in Poland at the Museum
of Modern Art in Lodz and at the National Museum in Wroclaw, and the
Silesian Collection of Art in Katowice.

Through his austere black and white photography, Lech relives
atmospheres and landscapes which seem to be evocative of a far off
world. They lead the viewer to almost penetrate into the represented
spaces, which dissolve in a soft and dreamy light that vibrates to the
depth of the soul.

In 2005 Lech participated in the “Travel Journal” exhibition at the 2piR
Gallery in Poznan, Poland and in the Polish Institute in Sofia, Bulgaria
and then in 2006 at the Majestic Theatre Lobby curated by the Jersey
City Museum in Jersey City, New Jersey, at the Yours Gallery in Warsaw,
and at the Galeria Pusta in Katowice, Poland.
Lech has exhibited his photographs internationally in New York and
Houston, USA; in Florence and Pescia, Italy; Tokyo and Nigata, Japan;
Cologne, Germany; and in Poland.

www.andrzejlech.com

Andrzej
Jerzy
Lech



Opole Poland



The South Korean born artist Shim Jung-Rhee studied art at Chicago
University and already at that early stage she introduced something
new into her work. In her art, Shim Jung-Rhee aims to reveal the traces
of different forms that time creates. There is constant movement thanks
to the meaning, to the strength of color and through the use of images
that represent the effects of continual time within history. Her work is an
admirable example of syncretism between an antique oriental culture
and the recent pictoric tendencies of the West.

Departing from realistic representations of flowers and animals that
populate her homeland, Shim Jung-Rhee adds a touch of abstraction,
where brilliant color saturates the entire painting and the depicted
objects become chromatic stains that float in the monochrome pigment,
generating form and life.

Shim Jung-Rhee has participated in many exhibitions including at the
Phoenix Gallery, New York, USA; Florence Biennale 2005, Italy; Smart
Museum, Chicago, USA; Artemisia Gallery, Chicago, USA; Diocesan
Museum, Florence, Italy; Museum of Imperial City, Beijing, China.

http://huniv.hongik.ac.kr/~shim/
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Time and Image



Sinae
Lee

Born in Korea, Sinae Lee attended George Brown College and Ontario
College of Art in Canada where she now resides. Ethereal forest
landscapes, abundant flower fields, crystalline lakes and mountain
streams comprise the masterful portfolio of this watercolor artist.

Her romantic landscapes convey feelings of warmth and a vibrant sense
of life.  Delicate hues and sensitive touches suggest the scent of flowers
and the gentle caress of a passing breeze.  Where others see with
their eyes, Sinae also sees with her heart.  Moved by simple and
common objects, she portrays her vision through unique blends of
Realism, Impressionism and Abstraction.

Even though Sinae Lee has been painting predominantly with
watercolors for the last twenty  years she is currently experimenting
with acrylics in abstract forms in the attempt to recreate in other ways
dreams of her childhood days and that spiritual world.

Sinae Lee participated in the third and the fifth editions of the Florence
International Biennale of Contemporary Art, Italy. Sinae’s work is
represented in collections throughout the US, Canada, Europe and
Korea, including the private collection of the Prime Minister of Cana-
da, and she is a member of the Federation of Canadian Artists.

www.sinaelee.com



Valley of the lilies



Antonio
Pugliano

Antonio Pugliano was born in 1975 and lives and works in Calabria,
Italy. After completing artistic high  school, Pugliano got his diploma
from the Academia delle Belle Arti, Catanzaro, Calabria. He began to
exhibit his works in 1996 in individual and collective exhibitions both in
his native Calabria and in the important artistic cities of Florence and
Rome all of which have contributed to his success on the national art
scene, impressive for such a young artist.

His figurative style painting is immediate and graphic. His inspiration
is from religious subject matter but produced in a contemporary style.
The expressive nature of his personalities, Eve depicted as a blind
woman, disciples listening to Jesus or Judas counting his money are
all examples of the way in which Antonio Pugliano successfully portrays
these biblical figures with a modern feel. One cannot say a modern
setting because his figures are  indeed further highlighted by the simple,
often monochrome backgrounds, thereby revealing exactly where the
artist’s interests and indeed talent lie. These personalities depicted
must be portraits of people he knows or has seen and studied in a
public place for their vivid reality and naturalism is startling. He may
further add for our benefit a biblical symbol such as the apple from the
tree in the painting of Adam and Eve for example, but it is included for
narrative purposes only.
Indeed painted on such a large scale with such definition and clarity,
the viewer can but only be immediately drawn to the Antonio’s work
and his study of man.



Chiaro di luna



Jackie Sleper was born in Amsterdam in 1962. After agricultural and
horticultural college she studied at the College of Art in Utrecht from
1987 until 1992. In the period 1988-1995 she followed several courses
in All Cross, (Ireland), Carzorla (Spain) and Prague (Czech Republic).

Jackie creates colorful paintings and objects by using mixed media
in her own extraordinary way of working. Her surreal visions, mix the
realism of photographic images with a joyous explosion of color and
form, revealing an extraordinary capacity to transfer reality into dream-
like forms. Jackie’s intimate and fantastic world leads one onto new
paths in a realm seen through the eyes of a young boy. Dutch art
historian Andrea Basedow wrote in a review about Jackie: ‘she
experiences and gives expression to the sensitive layers working
behind reality. She is an expert in a variety of media: photography,
painting, sculpture and garden design. Her rich, lucid imagery
enhances our belief in human values. She reveals unseen realms
where the web of life is still intact’.

Jackie has exhibited her work in The Netherlands, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Sweden, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Spain, New York and
Mexico.

www.jackiesleper.com

Jackie
Sleper



Corazón



Goga
Trascierra

Goca Trascierra was born in Mexico City into a family of artists,
paintings and sculptors: her grandparents were Emilio Guzman and
Esther Hernandez who both received their diplomas from the
Accademia di San Carlo, Mexico; and her mother Esther Luz Guzman
was a portrait and mural painter. It was particularly from her mother
that Goga learnt various pictoric techniques and at an early age she
dedicated herself to landscapes and more specifically to skies,
horizons and sunsets. The human figure has gradually also became a
protagonist of her works. She now generally uses oils, acrylics or mixed
media.

With an admirable use of colour, Goga places her figures in fantastic
ambiences, with a dream-like dimension to them, depicting scenes
where intense emotion exudes from her figures through their expressive
faces or eloquent glances.

Continuing in the family tradition, she has also designed and realised
various murals in Mexico, the US and in Italy, one of her most important
being in acrylic and 13x7 metres long in the city of Gomez Palacio
Durango, Mexico. She has also created several murals for important
hotels in Cancun and Quintana Roo.

http://www.exibart.com/profilo/eventiV2.asp/idelemento/13413



Vuelo  Aereo



Bertha Valenzuela was born in Chihuahua, Mexico. She combined her
studies with a career in teaching drawing and other artistic disciplines.

Thanks to her intrepid character, Bertha’s works a characterised by a
constant exploration into the variety of pictoric supports such as
newspapers, wood, metal, cardboard, organic materials etc.  More
recently she has also become involved in working with photography,
installations and performances.

Her explorations depart from her position as a woman and by the
reflections generated by memories or by experiences created from
the memory; which in turn provoke the viewer into this reflective state.
Bertha’s works always include the human being, which for her is the
motor of the universe that is responsible for its downfall and at the time
its conservation. A human must try to perfect himself in order to reach
his objectives, fight to find his path and his equilibrium; and Bertha
affronts these themes and ideas with an intimate and profound dialogue
but without lacking irony.

Bertha Valenzuela has exhibited her works in Mexico, Argentina, The
U.S., Italy and Austria.

Bertha
Valenzuela



Pobre Muñeca Fea Temple



Carlo
Vitali

Carlo Vitali was born in Florence, Italy. At an early age he frequented
the studios of his Italian and foreign painter friends, until the beginning
of the 1970’s when he met the Dutch artist Christiaan Snjiders. It was
thanks to this maestro’s friendship that Vitali studied the color and
composition theory in depth and at the same time he enrolled at the
school of nude drawing under Prof. Mannucci.

The background where Vitali places his objects is perhaps what
distinguishes his works from others. It is alive, often he uses a wall as
his background which give us the sensation of being so real that we
have the desire to reach out and touch it. At the same time, however,
his work seems to go towards the abstract in as much as the refined
and precise attention given to the creation a scene of small, everyday
objects, by Vitali himself, steals the stage. The intimacy of Vermeer
merges with the colours of Piero della Francesca.

Vitali has participated in many exhibitions in Italy and abroad, obtaining
important prizes and acknowledgements. His paintings are to be found
in both Italian and worldwide collections. His work is catalogued at the
Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florence.



Ricordo



Passion for Life is a program launched by the Canadian painter Antoine Gaber to fight
cancer. The artist has married two spheres of his life—art and clinical research—in
establishing the program to raise awareness and funds in order to turn his passion for art
into a source of hope and a hand reaching out to help others.
Passion for life and art are two driving forces in Antoine Gaber’s life, which he has
magnificently merged in his relentless research into cancer. For over 24 years, this
impressionist painter has contributed to the development of a variety of medications that
are used around the world today for the treatment of many different types of cancer. This led
to his “PASSION FOR LIFE” project. Through sales of his art and images of his work,
Gaber helps fund cancer research and creates greater public awareness about the disease.

After founding the endeavour with so much passion, Antoine Gaber has remained very
much involved in the program and its promotion, adding his own personal touch. During his
public appearances, his international reputation as an artist and researcher are definite
assets in raising funds for research organizations. To give an example, in 2004, a cancer
center in Québec received one of his paintings, which was highly appreciated by patients.
This gesture adds a more human touch to the setting in which they must live. Indeed, a
friendly environment facilitates and enhances their treatment, making the setting more
pleasant, while the art affords them a certain degree of escape.

In 2005, Antoine Gaber launched a campaign to increase awareness about breast cancer
and to raise funds for one of the partners of the Canadian Breast Cancer Research Alliance
(CBCRA) with Orlane Paris cosmetics and the Canadian Department Store chain The Bay.
This national promotion was closely followed and supported by the top-ranked specialists.
From 2004 to 2006, a multitude of exhibitions in various European cities showcased the
artist’s talent and provided opportunities to increase awareness about the Passion for Life
Program. One such major event was the prestigious “Passion for Life in Florence”. The
international artwork exhibition “Passion for Life” took place in the Cloister of the “Museo
Diocesano della Chiesa di Santo Stefano” in the heart of Florence and on the panoramic
terrace of the Grand Hotel Baglioni with its roof garden and an unequalled 360 degree
Florence view. Antoine Gaber, artist, cancer researcher and founder of the Passion for Life
Program, presented these international fundraising exhibitions in Florence in benefit of the
Meyer Paediatric Hospital Foundation, department of Hemato-Oncology. Many important
international artists took part in the exhibition: Barbara Alcalde Necochea, Gina Brezini,
Mary Brilli, Romero Britto, Diana Calvillo, Brenda Charles, Antoine Gaber, Sumio Inoue,
Andrzej Jerzy Lech, Shim Jung-Rhee, Leticia Leal Hinojosa, Giovanni Murtas, Leonardo
Perez Nieto, Jackie Sleper, Marta Solsona, Herwig Maria Stark, Bertha Valenzuela, Zoltan
Vasanits. Many distinguished guests attended the Museum exhibitions, such as: Assessor
for International Relations, Eugenio Giani; Honorary Consul of Mexico in Florence, Cosimo
di Nocera; Honorary Consul of France, Bernard Micaud, also Director of The Cultural French
Institute; Secretary of the Meyer Foundation, Alessandro Benedetti and Susanna Agostini,
President of the Health Commission and Social Politics of Florence.

After the great success of the Program, Passion for Life will continue with its fundraising
events in different cities around the world.
Today, Passion for Life is an International Program that has earned the support of many
personalities from the art world, scientific communities and many dignitaries.

www.antoinegaber.com


